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PLANNING AND STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES OF PROJECTION

i; Introduction ■

1^1 'In this note no attention will be paid to'the 'conceptual differences

between growth and development, though they are considered of prime

impoit^^JbytaQmav.:as.^development" takes more account' ofliuman"factors

and implies a sort of self-propulsion. Our oonoem is solely with

problems linked to the improvement of., general well-being, roughs

measured initially by the rise in the standard of living,, ths, latter :

defined, ^by...certain, parameters* . .: ■■ - ..■'■. t.-,- f-- :■

■'^rhe fact, However^ that most newly independent countries agree that

this rise in the standard of living is possible :only with very thorough

eSohomiC and social planning will lead us to begin this paper with a

general stuoy of planni-ng purposes and methods.

1.-2 Moreover, there can be no question in such a short note of going

ov£r the elementary statistical techniques, whiohi' are tealt with in

most works on ^the subject.' -We shall therefore disregard census and

survey methods, sampling theory and practice, -calculations of simple

and, compound indices etc., whioh,should be known to anyone wishing: to .

compile .statistics. We shall merely present, in the second part: of this,

paper, those techniques ; which, so to say, ;flow from the aforementioned ,

ones and^whose .pbjeot is -the .compilation of numerical data for the v ■,-: .■;"

future, ,,Hence the.name "statistical techniques of proaoction" we give^

them. These., techniques apply essentially,, in view, of the problems . • ■ .:

arising in economic :and social planning, to -the spheres of demography

and economics.

Part Is PLAMIHG PRiUClPIiES AM) METHODS

2. - -'aal^lnX^e^^sra^akr'd of living and planning _;_ .

2.1 As the standard'of liying of a people is oharaoterized by a whole

series of, eoonomic, social, cultural and, even political, -.parameters, it

is easy to observe that the standards of living of various regions or
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countries in the world range over a more or less unbroken gamut between

two extremes: the "under-developed" and the "more developed" countries

- differences in per capita consumption between which are in some oases

expressible by a ratio of 1 to some score, or as much as 1:100.

.... .The basic phenomenon is therefore, the standard-of-living spread in
the world.

2.2 Owing to speed cf transport and ease of communication, the wide

range of standards .q£ living, j*...vall-known in this 20th century, even

to the most under-privileged. The governments of the under-developed

countries must.make.an effort to raise standards of.living if they wish

to.make up.the existing leeway, though this is rendered the more

difficult.by the fact that the developed regions are enjoying a regular .

and substantial rise in their standards of living.

.Thus the .rate of rise in standards of living in economically back

ward opuntrlee must be extremely, high if it is both to close the present

gap between the two. types of country and to meet the appreciable rise ,

in the developed countries.

2.3 But a glance at the historical development of the latter countries

shows that.they progressed rather slowly, taking several centuries to

reach where they are now (though moving much faster over the last

hundred years),.. In sbme views, the slow, progress was attributable to

the chaotic forward march of the economy, which was too often marked

by crisis after crisis. Again, the development was not a painless

process, as certain human groups bore most of its cost almost single-

handed*

Faced with all these factors, some ocuntries, making a start in

very unfavourable circumstances, considered that efficient planning of

production and a satisfaotory distribution of charges wonT A make

possible more regular - hence quicker and more easily bearable, so

psychologically cheaper - development. Hhioh led to the idea of

planning. ■
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2.4 Planning aims at "induced growth", as speedier and less costly than

■thfr ■"spontaneous development" of the laissez-faire system observed in

tite Ms^ori^^t-evoiufetv of -the-:6buntri6s that ar& already developed.

i&i'-" OTJ-neoti-of planning.. ■

3,1 The object of socio-economic planning at country level is to

desoribe a. possible series of means whereby a series of "fundamental

aims", generally expressed in socio-political rather than in economic

■ formy

In that connexion, the Polish economist Oscar Lange saysJ

'"Booh'omic planning.implies-.the existence of certain fundamental aims

'the economic plans for which, constitute, the tools for their realization."

' "3«'2 vicoordinglyi the prerequisite to planning in any country is the

existence of fundamentaL.aimg-* These aims, which are determined by the

^statesmen, and are therefore a matter for governments, are in faot very

few ,in number.. .They, are the aims it is thought the country must achieve

in a given time. .. , . .

Where there are no aims (because either they have not been or

cannot be laid down), an effort" oan nevertheless be made to determine

the direction in which the'country'is movingj then forecasts (generally

known as "peirr^i^'s1' oan be wor'-ad out* An example regarding

population (demographic forecasts) will be found below.;

3.3 The aims are often expressed in such forms as: rise in standard

of living, expansion of income'without outside aid, industrialiaation,

^...growthof employment etc.. They almost always represent qualitative

aspeots of development, and are therefore not "operative" &nU, for that

reaeon, vague. Presented just-as, they are, they do not show clearly

what direotion the economy should take.
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3*4 The practical object of planning is to indicate and to introduce

a series of,methods whereby these fundamental aims can be achieved,

after the aims have been presented in a "quantified" way, provided

the methods selected can be fairly readily applied in the existing

oontext*

4» Various planning formulae

4»1 To begin with, the fundamental aims whioh the statesmen have to

lay down may be arrived at in various wayss

(a) The statesmen may work without any kind of oontact with the

transactors (undertakings, professional associations etc)

and, determine the fundamental aims for the. country among

themselves, or with the sole aid of a few experts.

(b) The statesmen may oanvas the opinion of the various tr«ns-

aotors before deciding on the aims, or even decide on them

in discussion with the transactors, ■--■

The first of these systems, whioh could be called "authoritarian",

is in oontrast with the second, which is the most common in praotioe

(vide the Planning Commissions in certain countries, inoluding Pranoe

and most French-speaking African oountries) and whioh is usually

called "concerted11.

4*2 Once the aims are laid down, the means of achieving them will be

prepared in accordance with what is stated aereunder. Directives to

the various transactors will follow.

Two formulae are still possible: . ' ■ .
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Either the transactors have no option but to conform' with the
directives, in which case we shall be dealing with -imperative"

planning;

or the transactors must certainly try to obey the directives, but

are in no way penalized for departing from them, this is called

"indicative" planning,

H.B. It is natural enough to link "concerted" aims and "indicative-

planning - the combination now used in Franoe.

4.3 Lastly, the term "duality", as between quantities and prices, is

a standard one in economics. It is common knowledge that to raise the

price of a product (action on prices) results in reducing the consump

tion of the product (action on quantities).

That being so, two planning formulae might be envisaged:, one aimed

at quantities (each transactor being instructed as to what quantises

he is to produce or consume), the other at prices (laying to the

prices at which the various transactions are to-be carried out).

■ . -In practice, though quantitative targets are generally laid down

for the production of certain (or even all) goods, there is a preference

for action on consumer prices rather than on quantities consumed

(freedom of choice for households in the field of consumption Deug

observed in most countries). A.general balance is maintained by meanS

of taxes and.subsidies,

5# Stages in -planning

Planning must be carried out in three successive stages in time:

(1) preparation, (2) implementation and (3) control of the plan. The

attached diagram shows the evolution of the planning operation.
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Preparation sta^e

initial stage, which must of course precede any practical

action, is taken up with "planning" activities in the narrow sense of

the term. But it is of fundamental importance, as inadequate prepara

tory work can often result in serious disappointments. It is therefore

essential to analyze the principles behind it very thoroughly.

5.1,1 The preparation of the plan, in theory, has two aspects: the

elaboration of targets and of the practical means of'achieving them,

W .As the fundamental aims have been stated in quantitative form,
'a series of coherent quantitative' targets compatible with these aims

must be defined for a fairly distant year (5y 10 and sometimes 20 years

ahead) indicated by the statQsmenr or for a series of consecutive years.
The achievement of these targets (whichjare- essentially, though not

■necessarily, production targets) brings about .the desired transformation

r of the -economy. They should -take, the fullest possible account of the

economic situation in the first year,, and they .-are of course inter

connected, in time 4. . . , ....- ...

- > We shall -se*. below that,^1 the quantitative targe.ts, except those

/■for the first y.qax, are subject to review after the checking-operation
(third, planning stage).;. . .

■-(b); Once the range of quantitative targets is recognized as

satisfactory - though-still provisional - and as passible, the invest

igation should proceed of the human, technical, financial, fiscal,

Customs, monetary, administrative etc. means of action whereby they can

be achieved, the said means of action bein^ also^kbject rtb review in

the light of Results:obtained (after checking: see below) .-

Thus the presentation of a coherent housing programme to meet the

needs of a specific fraction of the population (fixed by the statesmen)

belongs to the first stage of preparation. The number of dwellings

put under construction or completed will be laid down for each year.
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The definition of effective means of action, e.g. "financial aid for ^

housing" adequate to the implementation of the proposed programme,

"belongs to''tEe^ "second "stage 6r'preparation."

The first stage would, rather sketchily, answer such a question

ass :*What types of production should be concentrated on to meet the^

fundamental aims laid down?" The second stage would follow immediately,

to answer the question: "How can the production targets thus specified

he achieved?. . . ... : .■■ , .

5.1*2 The ijwo iphases of preparation therefore come to be: intermingled;*

poaaible. .quantitative targets .very often depend on available resourpea*:.

They must nevertheless be carefully distinguished, as,they represent :

two rather different "missions" of the "Planning, Office": ... ■ ,-y :■,-■

(a) In seeking a series of coherent quantitative,^target^,^oojap^ibl.e

with the fundamental socic-political aims, that Office must take in^to

acoourit a'fairT^^^rr^er^o that are imposed onli;';

(political, ihstrEutI6fi£i:xr tecHhxcal, social).'" In pfibtioe# its

liberty'of action is restricted to rather few avenues. ■=-..,-.

So. the Planning :Officemust raiect quantitative targets .that are,; -

not in qpntradiction with all the necessary "Liaisons", thus to; some; ; .

extent acting as "auditor" between quantitative targets and^fundamental

aims ;on the; one ,hand and between, quantitative targets and .a variety Df ■

"liaisons"- on .the other. . ... , ; ■■.-■ \ '■•■.■

(b)' TKe same'no longer applies whon mean's of action are being

soughtv'■' There the ^larinins Office mist disoovor the most effective '

means whereby the fundamental aim^c^b.ej^o.hi^ve^ though fitting the ,

targets selected. Its task then is tg_se^_thojnoBt effective

stimulants - and this is a new task demanding qualities rather

different from those required for the first,.qualities mostly of a

human and administrative type, ; ; .
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5.1.3 The order of the two stages is, however, irreversible. The ''

definition of targets must always preoede the investigation of means ""
of action.

Though this is but good sense ("do not put the cart before the

horse", says the proverb), the rule has not always been applied in the

past when plans were being prepared. So in certain oases there has

even been no investigation of quantitative targets; much too often

all that has been done has been to indicate only very general "stimulants",

with no reference to the volume of development they should induoe.

Hen?e.,;;:,as the results obtained could not be compared with, precise

targets, it was impossible to assess the value and effectiveness of

the "stimulants" applied. ■ . .

5«2 Exeoution stage -■.-.-. ■■•'.■

This stage consists in the application of the various directives

and instructions that have emerged in the preparation stage, and it

produces tangible results. As can be seen from the attached table, it

is not entirely controlled by the Planning Office and the publio

authorities. For the execution of the plan during a particular year

is naturally affected by the means of action employed in that year, ;

as well as the economic situation in the preoeding year (historical ■

continuity) and certain exogenous factors as disturbing contingencies.

It is nevertheless essential for everyone, including the publio -

authorities, to do. the utmost possible within the limits of available

resources to attain in full the targets set by the. Planning Office.

5»3- The checking (and adjustment) stage

The aim of-this stage-is to compare the results achieved in

attaining the targets set, thereby enabling changes to be made for

subsequent years either" in the targets themselves or in the means of

action adopted.
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Though in any plan only the execution phase is:of any practical

value, the checking phase must not be neglected, as that is the phase

which enables the planning operation to ,o "clinched" bringing xt

really down to a standard "feed-hack" formula, as can he seen from the

"General Economic Planning Chart" given above.

Accordingly, in practice only the targets and means of action for

the current year are laid down. . Those for ensuing years (stippled on

the Chart) are know, only approximately, being provisional xn so far
aB they will have to he reviewed in the light of results obtained.

Nothing is therefore fixed and immutable, everything is subject to

progressive change to ensure the attainment of the fundamental axms.

Tn that light ^nam changes in thn P1 ^ nPr«*r a* prerequisites

to a realJstio and eH>«<-.tive approach.

6, Duration of plans

The duration of development is mainly decided on practical grounds.

Most plans cover a period of 4 or 5, or even 7, years. But it would
on the whole he most desirable to aim at a sort of shifting "economic

horizon", in which case the final year would he mobile in time. Every

year annual targets would he set for a given period of 5 or 6 years,
on the Ws of observed results (as is done in certain undertakings),
these targets becoming more and »ore blurred with the passage of time.

For the immediate future is muc', more important psychologically than

the distant future, and can be forecast much more realistically; xt

also implies immediate decisions. Therefore, at-the start there much

*, a fair measure clarity, even if that clarity fades as the years

advance,

, This method - whioh, .so f- as we know, has never yet been used
- would have the advantage of ensuring that there would be no break in

continuity at the end of each planning year.
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7- Practical process of preparing the plan

7.1 As shown in section 5 above, the investigation of annual targets

(basically production targets) is the first task in preparing the plan,
the study of means of action adapted to the targets coming second. There

are, however, two practical ways of determining the targets (both

aotually used in practice):

Starting from distant objectives fixed in advance and coining back

year by year to the present time; or

extrapolating, with the necessary modifications, observed present

trends and thereby extracting sufficiently realistic objectives

for the future (vhich, of course implies not defining the

"fundamental" aims until after the event).

These two approaches do not, in fact, cover the same problem. The

first is adapted, to long-term development in the least developed

countries (i.e. to true socio-economic development), the second to

medium-term expansion in countries that are already developed,

7.2 Long-term (10 or 20 years) prospects of expansion in the various

SeOt°rS ■** °omitries that are still under-develQ?flrf are unknown, as

production structures can and should be radically altered. The only

known quantity is the overall production that would be required to

provide a certain income fixed as a fundamental aim by the 'public

authorities, with perhaps a qualitative orientation of production

(e.g. more industry). So what will have to be done is to seek'a global
and "normative" balance, then break that down gradually into a series

of "sub-balance". After a greaVnumber of operations, iiwill be

P0S3ibie *° establish a more details* Mble-of-bala^a delineating loni
markets for varies produots and the possible output figures by sulv.
aeotor for the distant year envisaged.

The question then still to be.considered, as concretelyas possible,

will be whether the *ew production figures proponed oan really be
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attained - and this is a pretty arduous task,

7*3 On the other hand, the medium-term prospects of expansion in the

developed countries are easily ascertained from the existing market

(and the slight expansion of that market over the next two or. three

years), whioh. makes it possible to lay down reasonable realistio

production targets. Results can then be obtained merely by totalling.

Ifi when a general balance is being decided for, say, the third or

fourth year ahead, "bottle-necks" appear, all that will have to be

done is to modify oertain types of production.

That being so, it should be easy to decide on a line of approach

in advance. In the case of a still under-developed territory with

general problems affecting the direction of production, and even

involving radioal modification of economic -structures, the first

method, i.e. working from the fundamental aims towards the targets, is

far to be preferred, although there is nothing against using the other

method also to define a short-torm programme.

Part Us STATISTICAL TECHHICKOES US3D IN PUUTOOTG

8* Statistical techniques of projection

8,1 The aim of statistical techniques of promotion in the - demographic

and economic fields is to aid planning. They are applied at the

preparation stage, and more precisely (apart from exceptional.oases)

in the ohoice and determination of the various quantitative targets

for ensuing years.

These techniques are primarily designed to check the different

numerical balanoes that may exist between quantities in the future.

In this way they lead to a preliminary check whioh is absolutely

necessary to confirm the coherence of certain economic and social

policies. In exceptional cases, they enable a choice to be made of

the best (by a partioular standard) programme among several programmer-
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8.2 Techniques of projection are based on the idea of a "model". As

a "series of links between conoepts" designed to describe as simple as

possible the real, with due regard to the various existing "liaisons",

the models oan almost always be presented in mathematical form; thus

they oan be used to express trends in the various terms of the demo-

eoonomic balanoe quantitatively. It should be noted that it is at all

times possible to oonstruot very complicated models. A good Planning

Office will ohoose the simplest models and those best adapted to the

oountry's feoonomy, with due regard to the statistical information that

is either available or easy to collect.

8,3 In what follows we shall make a very rapid examination of i

(a) Demographic models for use in making population forecasts} and
(b) Boonomio models for use in following the economic developments

involved in a certain policy.

Attention will be devoted first to the various types of accounting

that oan be used in oheoking the balance, and next to different

sorts of models ranging from the investigation of very long-term

balances (of the "development-of-the-territory" type) to medium-term
and long-term models ("dynamic models" and sectoral and regional

"fixedVfcerm projections") and to more short-term models (fixed-term

projection, but in this case in the form of forecast budgets and study

of effects induced by some prime mover).

All these models are for use in oheoking the presumed the coherence

between future economic magnitudes.

(c) Economic models for use in making a seleotion among either

several eoonomio policies or several projeots ("optimum model").

He shall not enlarge unduly on the latter models, since, though

they certainly demand the use of statistical techniques, they are still

rather seldom employed in the developing countries.
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8.4 Before presenting these various types of models in turn, we think

it extremely important to mention to statistical techniques that are

of particular service in the whole demo-economic field as elsewhere,

namely, historical analysis and spatial analysis.

9# Historical statistical analysis

5.1 When demographic or economic statistics for several years are

available in a givon country, it is fairly easy.to follow trends in

time in the main magnitudes. Time thus acts as a truly explanatory

variable,

9.2 This technique, which is known to the statisticians as the "time

ceries"", is very commonly used.

Its particular value is in enabling forecasts to be made oeteria

paribus. For instance, extrapolation of the "trend" (i.e. the long-,

term tendenoy) is often the best way of obtaining some ideas on the

future, vague and perhaps inaccurate to be sure, but very easy to

obtain*

With statistical refinements consisting in linking several

magnitudes in time, and in this case "explaining" certain variables

by others, substantial improvements can be made in forecasts.

9.3 Unfortunately, the purpose of introducing planning is very often

to change radically past tendencies, and the "ceteris paribus" clause

oan no longer be maintained.

Moreover," while the method is still applicable (despite the

reservation made) in developed countries with a solid statistical

framework, it becomes practically inapplicable in "under-developed"

countries, where protracted effort in ths statistical field has only

recently begun to bear fruit, and where it is very difficult to find

"series" going back far enough in time-
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9.4 For want of better, historical analysis will be used to indicate

probable trends in the main demographic and economic magnitudes should

present policy be maintained. This should establish a kind of

reference solution.

10 • Spatial statistical analysis

10.1 Spatial statistical analysis aims at measuring any gaps exisi>.

ing at a fiivon time between different economic sectors, different

social groups, diffarent countries etc.. It takes the form of

establishing instantaneous comparisons (known as "cross-seotions")

between the components of well-defined entities.

10.2 Among the comparisons most useful in planning are international

oomparisons. It is observable that most of the demographic cr economic

magnitudes required for planning appear at any given time to be

interlinked in accordance with certain statistical laws derivable from

international, data. For example, per capita electricity consumption

for a particular year is rather closely linked with per capita

(national) income, there being very few countries that diverge from
the "correlation curve".

With a knowledge -of these statistical laws, it may be possible to

determine the numerical changes in the various magnitudes that will

follow development (the latter being reflected in a higher standard of

living- a .magnitude appearing in the correlations).

10.3 Other comparisons that are very important in planning are

3111)1)113(1 by £Mily budget surveys. For, while the basic purpose of
these surveys is to determine the volume and nature of domestic

(household) consumption by social group and region, there oan be •
derived from them as by-producto the ways and standards of living of
the various human groups.

As the development of the country should result in raising certain

categories from lower to higher income levels, it will be possible to
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deduce therefrom the changes in consumption brought about by develop

ment (which must be known if the coherence of the proposed policy is

to be checked),

10.4 The conclusions that can be drawn from such comparisons must not,

however, be accepted bluntly and uncritically as they stand; at every

step it must be remembered that "oomparaison n'est pas raison". In

many oases, in fact, it happens that the instantaneous "correlation

curves" that exist between the different magnitudes shift in time. So

account must be taken of that fact: the rise in the standard of living

produces a shift on the instantaneous ourves and a shift of the"'

instantaneous curves.

".10.5 To obviate such difficulties, the historical statistical analysis

and spatial statistical analysis methods are generally combined.. Where

,,a set/is made up of different elements, their development.in time is

'first studied and then the different developments are compared*....

No further reference, will be made below to those two approaches,

as they.a?* in fact used for most of 1;he numerical determinations in

both the demographic and economic models considered.

11,; Bomogr.a^hio models ■.-■»•■

11.1 The demographic models are basically foreoastinp: models waioh,

apart from some exceptional cases, do not generally show any particular

policies .(exceptions being the institution of family allowances,

publicity on oontraoeption, propaganda in favour of abortion etc.).

They can be safely established for sufficiently long periods,

provided there are no violent exogenous disturbances (e.g.' wars or

revolutions), which are in any case an obstacle to the very idea of

long-term planning. - .. ■

11.2 In a closed population the preparation of the simplest population

forecasts presupposes that the present population N, the annual- births

n and the annual deaths d are known. .
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Two models are then possible, according as it is assumed:

either that total births and total deaths will be maintained

in the future:

tN - QK + t(n - d)

or that the birth-rate (ratio .niN) and the death-rate (d:N)

are maintained in the future:

11.3 The above formulae are very frequently used; but they do not

bring out one basic phenomenon of population development, namely, the

fact that every year the population ages by one year. It is therefore

necessary to introduce more detailed models that take account of the

age distribution of the population. Such models show not only

distribution by sex and age in the initial year, but also the fertility

rate by age and the death-rate by sex and age (and trends in them), as

well as the masculinity proportion at birth.

11.4 Using these more detailed models it is possible to bring out the

number of persons of working age, e.g. persons of both sexes over 15

years of age, which enables probable trends in.under-employment to be

forecast for the future (by comparison with observed economic tendencies)

and an,attempt made to plan the use of any surplus in labour investment.

11.5 Lastly, models for geographical distribution of population, tak

ing account in particular of the number of inhabitants in the various

regions of the country and of the breakdown between town and country,

can be worked out either by extrapolating past trends (as in Algeria)

of by radioally altering these trends (as in Tunisia).

12. Economic models in general

12.1 Every economic model shows socio-economic magnitudes linked

together by a,certain number of "equations. The algebraic1 form of the

latter provides the structure of-the model, while their numerical form
oonstitutee the utodol itself.
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12-2 The socio-economic magnitudes that may be used are ..of three kinds:

economic magnitudes proper, which are divided into "stock" and "flow"

magnitudes, and npn-economio magnitudes of a rather social or political

type#

(aVEoonomio "stocks": These magnitudes represent "states" of tha

eoonomy at a particular time; they are ascertainable from inventories, ..

One example is the plant and equipment existing on 1 January each year;

another, the stock situation at 31 March. .

(b) Economic "flows": £hc*?c represent the operations carried out

between transactors over a certain period, generally the year. "For

instance,'sales of goods and services by undertakings to households

during tie year' I960 constitute an economic "flow"*

(o) Extra-economio magnitudes! These must be shown in the models

because they provide facts of extreme importance to the statesman.

But they cannot readily be classified as economio "stocks" or "flows",

being very often more social or financial than economic

Examples are the manpower employed at 1 January or the number of

hours worked during the year throughout the.economy (whioh are both

social and economic magnitudes) orr again, the rates of fiscal ,

pressure on undertakings or households (which.are financial and

payohological magnitudes). ...

Magnitudes in categories (a) and (b) are very clearly not

independent. Changes in stocks between two periods are always measured

by a "flow", in accordance with the well-known-formula:

Initial stock * Final stock + inflows - outflows.

The formula made out above (section ll) for population is one of

this type.

12.3 The future values of these magnitudes can be calculated analy

tically by a system of equations, the "relations" used in which must

as a rule be as many in number as the unknowns and may be of three kinds:
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v (a): Accounting relations, expressing a certain, number of absolutely
necessary balances, e;g,:

Local production + imports - Local uses + exports

(b) Teohnioal relations (or technico-economic relations), which on

technological grounds link two or more magnitudes-such as, for Sample,
production functions: ' : ..'■.■■■■■.

The production of iron and steel products,, is, at a given time,

a function of the quantity of iron ore oonsumed.

(o) Behaviour relations (or socio-economic relations), which express
the reactions of different transactors to a certain price'and-'income

system. Among these may be mentioned, in very simple form, one function

of consumption possible for households:

Household consumption is linked with income levels '^

and a sooial relation that is basic in most countries*

Nominal .wages cannot decrease.

All these relations are shown in the models described below.

12.4 It is probably not essential to mention here the different types"

of economic model that can be used (forecast or action models, thoseO:

with fixed or those with flexible objectives, sure or random models etc.).

Suffice it to say that the models dealt with hereunder will be complete

models (as opposed to "partial" models), which cover the. whole of the

economy and are finally expressed in terms of economic accounting

(whereas partial models.-apply to one fragment of the economy independent
of the rest).

13 • Economic accounting

Economic accounting is divided into inventory accounting and flow
accounting*

13.1 The aim of inventory accounting is to ascertain what "stocks" are

in the country at a given time, of economic significance. The main
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points studied are (apart from population) plant and equipment

(productive equipment, transport infrastructure etc.), existing stocks,

level.of techniques, standard of education of the population, available

or potential natural resources etc..

The preparation of inventory accounts as complete as possible is

absolutely neoessary in planning as a means of ascertaining the prospeots

of expanding production and directing it to the best-situated sectors,

i.e. guiding development along the easiest paths.

13.2 "Eoonomio flow" aooounting is designed to desoribe all the monetary

transactions, real or imputed, entailed in operations between transaotors.

.■- .. The monetary transactions covered by economic accounting (which are

"flows" for the year) may be real or imputed. By "real transaction" we

mean one really paid for, a payment really made, e.g. a purchase or sale,

or a payment of wages. "Imputed transactions" represent certain very

specifio types of operation not involving payment, e.g. self-supply,

self-consumption, self-equipment, a variation in stocks etc.

All transactions are at all times operations between transaotors.

(a) Operations may be very varied in nature, from the assignment

of property or the transfer of an income to the payment of a subsidy.

But it is always possible to frame a terminology enabling the various

operations to be readily classified (accounting items).

(b) There may also be an extremely large number of transaotors (or

seotors). But all transactors are grouped under four "headings"

(aooounting poles) which are to be found in systematic use in all accounts:

undertakings}

households;

administrations;

external.

All transaotors are regarded as financially autonomous and have

their reoeipts and expenditure*
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In each year (annual accounting) each operation is characterized

ty three parameters: 4;he natu-TQ of the operation, the paying transactor

and "the- receiving transactor* ' ■' ■ ■:

"Flow" accounts should therefore be presented in a three-dimensional

13,3 As a means of simplifying the presentation of tnese acbounts, one

of two sor-^s: of iv->-diia.ensior.al frasies is generally selected; '

the intereeotoral relations frase (known as the "Leontieff frame"),

in which paying transactors are set against receiving transactors;

or the resources-uses f^ano, which corresponds to, the USSR

. 'balances" and in which transactors are set against operations.

^e following diagram gives a clear picture of how the two-dimensional

frames fit into the three-dimonsional frame, which is the only complete one.

COMPLETE SPATIAL FRAM]<J

OPERATION

'by type' <&?.
S

*&>
&s

S\

33

paying

"transactor

A

receiving, ,

transac'-bor"-

USES

B i
Rotation around axis

of operations

J^
EXPMDITURB paying

transactor

receiving

transactor iRESQURCjSS-USBS

paying

transacto

receiving expenditure

transactor

CQ

- balance by line

■'(resources *» uses')-
- Balance of .joolumns ..in .pairs

(receipts « expenditure for each
"•••■'- transactor)

bala:ic3 of lines and of

columns ~by- pairs

(receipts => expenditure for each" transactor)
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..He shall: not enlarge here on the advantages and disadvantages of

each of these frames, which are both used in Afrioa.

13*4 The value of 'hflow" accounting lies in the fact that the various

transactions represent well-defined economic operations. An undertaking's

real and. impute'd sales correspond to its production, purchases "by house

holds to their consumption etc.. Hence, in this way it is possible to

present in coherent and balanced fashion the various economio aggregates

whose:future development is to be determined.

These' accounting frames are used in the economic models.

14» Economic balance models . . :. ■

14»1 The various models presented in this section will be explained

mathematically only in the Annex hereto. Here, in the body of the text,

only the general principles will be described. It should* however, be

pointed out that a development polioy cannot be framed from these modelsi

but> once a policy has been adopted) the models oan indicatei

whether it is coherent; and . ■

what its consequenoes are.

More should not be expected of them than they can give. But» "to offset

that, these models have the merit of being applicable anywhere - in any

country and in any context.

Let us review the various types dealt with in section 8.3*

14»2 While in dealing with the very long-term development of a pountry

account must be taken above all of its geography and natural resources,

problems of environment and of general polioy must nevertheless not be

neglected*

The first requirement will therefore be to explain how a far bigger

population than the present one (perhaps three or four times more, if

the rate of increase is very high) can be accommodated in the territory,
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by indicating the various nuclei of intensive development selected for

the very long term. This would of course be related to what is known

ofi.the natural resources of the country's different regions.

14-3 On the other hand, where the period of time is' shorter" (lG-20 years)

-more precise questions arise, suoh as:" How'must the eoonomic balance

&eve.lop if the country is to attain the general objeotives( dealt with

in Par^l above) determined by the statesmen, which development,is

designed to achieve? How, then, will foreign trade develop?, Employment?

The volume of annual investment? etc., . .. ......

These problems will-be solved by the establishment-of dynamic models

whereby to follow year-by-year trends in the future eoonomic balance,

assuming a particular policy is pursued. There will of course be as many

different trends as there are possible policies, just as ■■ the'targets

achieved in the .final year can vary greatly from one,polioy ,^o ..another,

and diverge from the targets set,

■■'w.:. technically, ^eps must be taken to ensure that the eoonomio balanoe

is .assured each year,, as the year-to-year ohanges in any magnitude are

a function, of the poifi.cy pursued. The final baj.an.ce shpui^L .^feieve the

targets set by the public authorities; otherwise the polioy proposed is
ill-adapted. ■'-' .;.. .;.;^j.

The figure below delineates the principle of" these models, whioh

link consecutive future yaars, - ■ ■ ' ■
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A really classic example of a dtynamic model is to be found in the

Harrod and Domar chart. An example of the Algerian dynamic model (1st

versibri) is givenfin the Annex hereto.

I4.4 Since many years have to be studied, it is natural enough in this

task to "be satisfied with a balance between aggregates, so as hot to

over^ccmplics't!? the-calculations* But it is necessary in many cases

to have-a m«r'e' detailed picture of :a possible f.ature situation, if only

to have ^ome'ideaof future markets. Then what is oalled a "projection"

will b©' made, dovering either a fairly distant year (10 years ahead) or

a nearer on6 (51 or 3! years ahead), very short-term projections then

taking the 'naine ;of "forecast budget" and generally oovering the position

in the following year with, as it were, a side-glance at the economic

situa^f:Qn- ...... = -..*.; 7. ■ ■ ' " " ■

By definition, a projection takes no account of what will happen

between the" present year and the projection year; henoe it is less

satisfactory than the dynamic models. On the other hand, as it is more

searching, it gives a better idea of the partial balances* 7 ■;/7 7' '.. -

, TJae figure, below^ gives' an example of a 3-year projection with two--

variants., around, the mean, cne optimistic and the other pessimitic. (It'-

becomes easier,.in.fact, to consider variants in projections than'In ' ;

dynamic models, .althougji it is quite possible provided the model- is not

too detailed). . , . : , .
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Examples of projection are to be found in many studies where the

aim is to ascertain the possible (or desirable) economic situation in

a country in 1968 or 1970. A mathematical formulation used in Algeria

is given in the Annex hereto.

14.5 Lastly, it is probably very important to mention the models used

in determining the effects of an action on tha finn,^T thesQ being of

course short-term modQls. For example: What will be the economic and

social effects of tho construction of the Le Kouilou dam? Or what will

happen if the currency is devalued in a particular country? The models

covering such problems are many and varied, the most common being

related to research into the indirect or induced .effects of the

execution of a project.

While it is often convenient to use a Leontieff frame for sector-

by-sector analysis of.what is happening, experience shows that it is

sometimes better notJo reason mechanically but to try to reason on .-

eaoh sector and each product (resources-uses frame).

*5« Optimun-functicn

15.1 Everything that precedes refers only to "balance". But the public

authorities may. present-some sucli fundamental aims as: a per capita

oonaumption level of ^ or e, school enrolment rate of x2 by i960 etc.,

while maintaining the trade deficit (i.e., broadly, foreign aid

exclusive of invisible trade) at min^nal^evel (minimal D).

The problem then is to select from the possible policies that will

achieve the various aims (x^ ^ etc.) the one that will entail the

minima trade deficit (minimum D). In fornal terms, it is the problem

of seeking an "optima*" that is subject to certain constraints.

15.2 Accordingly, to achieve the best development policy, the aims

pursued must first be definod in the form of a series of fixed optimum-

function^yeotives to be attained as a maximum (or as a minimum, as in
the case of the trade deficit mentioned above).
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Hence the public authorities should clearly define their preferences

ty an optimum function showing a certain number of magnitudes (or

15.3 Such a function is not always available in practice. So some

economists have of their own accord decided to deem any policy the best

that, with the same effort on the part of the population, will result

in increased production.

This approach very obviously takes no account of phenomena concern

ing distribution between .regions and social groups, which are however

of considerable importance* The economists referred tp are quite

conscious of the difficulty, but consider that a policy of altering

income distribution can always be achieved through action by the public

authorities (taxation, assistance etc.).

15.4 Any definition of "optimu:.:" will produce a certain number of

selection criteria.. The latter will then enable one of two procedures

to be followed:

Either all possible policies (in very complete form) oan be

considered, together with their consequencesr and then ihe best

selected from among them. Or competing projects at sectoral or

geographical level can be systematically compared, the best by

the criterion adopted isolated and from these a possible policy

framed which, being obtained by reckoning up partial optima, should

come near to the general optimum.

The second of these methods, which leads to a systematic comparison

of competing projects, is the one generally used. Grafted on to it is

the definition of a price system significant in the context of the

country under review and facilitating comparisons.
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16, Conclusion

In a few words, it may be agreed that development planning should,

for the determination of numerical values for future demo—economic

magnitudes, be based on the statistical techniques of projection set

forth as follows in this note:

(a) Preparation of population forecastsj

(b) The idea of very long-terra development of the territory;

(c) Elaboration of dynamic models for an average of 20 years

(15-25) geared to the fundamental aims of the public autho-

■■•!■■ ritxes defining the desired changes in the main aggregates;

(d) Elaboration of fixed-term (sometimes 20, but mostly 10 or 5

years) projections whereby to oheok the consistency of certain

■ sectoral and regional targets with general trends;

(e) Delineating certain possible short-term projects and studying

their effects;

.... ., (f) Selection of the best projects by a given general standard.

Always, of course, remembering that every target defined must be matohed

by all., the means of action appropriate to its attainment.
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Annexes

(a) Dynamic model used in-.-Algeria - structure of model (1st version)

00 Pixed-term projection model used in Algeria - produotion balance,
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GLOBAL DYNAMIC MODEL - STRUCTUBE OF MODEL

Balance relation

Technical relationa

tP + .t1

R

t + 1

with, for the year t

technical coefficients l3eing!

D

Ca

gross added production

deficit in product

household consumption

consumption by administrations

new equipment

renewal

stock variations

marginal productivity of
equipment

average productivity of manpower

average life of capital

equipment

stooking rate
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FIXED-TERM PROJECTION MODEL USED HT ALGERIA

Production Balance . '.'

The "mathematical model" used in Algeria is schematically set out

in the following table, for in goods (or services) and n productive

sectors + 1 marketing sector.

V* 7,» V*, 7 =■ produotion of goods j[ by sector i, of goods j_ by

the economy, of all goods by sector i. . .

., A* = consumption of product j_ by sector i, of product j

by the economy.

E£ « staff of k oategory employed in sector 19 staff

employed in the whole economy,

(imp)j, (Ezp) j, o - imports of goods j^, exports of goods _i, local

end-uses of goods j[,

V = production of trade sector, compared with trade

margins.

The main coefficients are as followss

Rates of trade margins for product £ on import

on local production L

■ locally consumed ;}

on local production \3B

exported j

Structure coefficients (holding also for trade seotor)

£or_. pr£&u£tion...in, sector x_ .(breakdown by goods produced): -Vt
j

for consumption in sector i_ (breakdown by goods oonsumed) x err
J

for employment in sector _i (breakdown by oategory): e£



1 relation (4-5) --"^^ ./- " (imp). + . V - j i
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(intermediate consumption of a good)
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With (definition of structure coefficients)
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